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Remarkably, for a conductor who had been before the public since 1886 and had been 
through several revolutions in musical style as well as conducting style—some of which he pio-
neered—Toscanini had one more phase yet to go through. This was his rethinking the “cereal-
shot-from-guns” style he had been through and how and where it might be applied to works he 
already knew as well as works he had yet to conduct or record for the first time. 

The single most important thing the listener has to come to grips with was that, despite his 
immense fame and influence on others, Toscanini never thought of himself as an interpreter of 
music. Many find this claim preposterous since he clearly imposed his personality and the way 
he heard music on all of his performances, but it happens to be true. “Blessed are the arts who do 
not need interpreters” was one of his battle-cries, and he included himself in this. He may have 
thought of himself as the “purest” of conductors because he always strove to get as close to the 
composers’ original conception of a score even when he tinkered with its structure and/or orches-
tration, but tinker he did. What stands in the way of many listeners’ belief that Toscanini consi-
dered himself a pure vessel of the composer’s thought is that incredible, almost uncanny energy 
he brought to everything he conducted. Toscanini’s performances were more, to him as well as 
to his audiences, than just classical music played by a master. They were almost like some in-
credible force of nature that burned, like a cleansing fire, everything in their path, and this, as 
much as his phrasing and tempi, were what sometimes burned subtlety out of certain scores.  

In order to get closer to what drove the man, one must realize that his inherited mistrust, 
even hatred, for organized religion gave him a very different view of things. For him, music was 
a force of nature because his own spirit was a force of nature. Indeed, his lifelong fascination 
with nature, particularly the largest and most violent forms of nature such as wild animals, im-
mense mountains, raging rivers and violent seas, were in essence his religion. When he was 
younger, as Harvey Sachs pointed out in his new biography, Toscanini risked life and limb to 
climb the steepest and most difficult mountains, and he frequently refused to wear the proper 
protective clothing, including parkas and even heavy gloves, to protect himself from the ele-
ments. At one point he almost lost his life, hanging by a rope off the edge of a cliff until one of 
the more experienced mountain climbers rushed to save him from the precipice. 

Samuel Chotzinoff’s supposedly fanciful story that one of the reasons Toscanini agreed to 
come to NBC was that it was reported in a newspaper that a flock of pet canaries sang along with 
his New York Philharmonic broadcast of the Beethoven Fifth Symphony may not be as far-
fetched as one might think. Toscanini was utterly fascinated by birds, and in fact had a large 
aviary of canaries in his Riverdale home up to the day he died. He often received guests there, 
even professional guests from NBC/RCA, up to his dying day in his aviary. When he was 
younger, in fact, he had a most unusual portrait of him painted by his good friend, the Italian art-
ist Vittorio Grubicy de Dragon (1851-1920), clearly the best and most original of the Italian im-
pressionist painters. The Grubicy painting of Toscanini, his favorite portrayal of himself, was 
entirely unique. Rather than depict the conductor as the “strong man” he saw himself as (in the 
early television era, Toscanini faithfully watched wrestlers on TV and would imagine himself in 
the ring with them, punching and kicking his opponents), his face is painted in an opaque man-
ner, half-hidden by shade. His left hand is raised, fingers on his chin, and the look on his face is 
one full of doubt, not surety. It is quite obviously a side of the man that he kept hidden only to 
himself, but Grubicy knew him very well and “saw” this in the man when he painted the portrait: 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
One may think this was Grubicy’s usual method of portrait-painting, but this is not so. 

Even a cursory glance at his other portraits, such as the one of Giovanni Segantini, reveals an 
entirely different style. Grubicy’s 1912 painting, titled simply Ritratto di Arturo Toscanini, is 
one of his most unusual and striking works. I recommend that you study this portrait in order to 
understand, as the title of an NBC radio show had it, “The Man Behind the Legend.” It shows a 
Toscanini who was full of doubt about who he was and what he felt about music, not an arrogant 
bully. “Conducting, for me, is not pleasure,” he often said. “For me, is great suffering.” This por-
trait completely captures that vulnerable side of him. 

But he wanted, more than anything, for his performances to be enjoyed by the public, and 
if this meant emulating the more amorphous musical styles of his peers, so be it. Over the dec-
ades, however, he came to believe that great music can be presented with less fiddling around 
with rubato and other inflections and still be valid, and this philosophy eventually freed him 
from being tied to any previous conducting “tradition.”  

This is why I refer to these later years as ones of greatness and a fulfillment of many of his 
desired goals. True, he himself realized as the 1940s turned into the 1950s that his ability to con-
trol what came out of his orchestras was slowly waning. He would have been either a fool or 



self-delusional not to recognize this, yet there were still moments, and complete concerts, when 
he achieved exactly what he was after, and in doing so came closer to reconciliation with the mu-
sic he performed.   

Interestingly, this was the same path that Felix Weingartner had followed. As noted in an 
earlier essay, Weingartner’s acoustic and early electrical recordings showed some marked depar-
tures from the written scores in terms not only of tempo but also of phrasing. Like Toscanini, he 
also tended in those years to “shorten” the phrase-lengths by omitting “space” between notes, not 
just in slow movements but in fast ones as well, and much of his phrasing was rhetorical. By 
1927, however, his style had “straightened out, and from then through his last recordings in 1940 
his performances became neater and closer to the score in every respect. The one element miss-
ing in many Weingartner performances was passion, and this Toscanini had in spades. He 
brought the kinetic power of the universe, filtered through his intense feelings about both music 
and nature, into play in each and every performance. When he erred, it was on the side of intensi-
ty, yet he was still capable of great delicacy.   

And why so much intensity? Because Toscanini, like the storming sea and raging rivers, 
was a force of nature.   

That is why his performances—even some of the overextended ones—still thrill listeners. 
He was like nature unleashed, and you need to understand that in order to understand him.   

Yet just as nature could also be tender, so could Toscanini when he chose to. And that is in 
his work as well. 
 

By 1948, the aesthetics of Toscanini and the many conductors who played in a similar 
style were clearly dominating the classical landscape. The looser, more amorphous styles of 
Furtwängler, Abendroth, Mengelberg and the younger Sergiu Celibidache were now the devia-
tion rather than the mainstream. They still had adherents in Germany and England, but in most 
other countries of the world their aesthetic was clearly being rejected. Thus when Furtwängler 
made his first recording of the Beethoven Violin Concerto with Yehudi Menuhin as soloist in 
1947, with its fluctuating tempi marring the music’s flow, it was rejected for release by EMI. 
They were forced to remake the concerto with straighter, more conventional phrasing in April 
1953 before EMI would release it, and they also insisted on a straightforward reading in the 
duo’s recordings of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto and, more unusually for the conductor, 
Bartók’s Violin Concerto No. 2. All three are considered classics nowadays, and none of them 
reflect Furtwängler’s earlier style. The conductor also led a very fine, if slow-moving, live per-
formance of Weber’s Der Freischütz in 1954, and his 1952 Tristan und Isolde is one of his finest 
readings, but around the same time he made a recording of Beethoven’s Fidelio and a live per-
formance of Mozart’s Don Giovanni with fluctuating tempi. Both of these are marginalized to-
day.   

Among the younger conductors who came up around this time and made a mark on the 
classical scene were the Italian Guido Cantelli, who of course became Toscanini’s amanuensis 
and his chosen successor at La Scala, and the Hungarian Ferenc Fricsay who boldly announced 
that if given an orchestra of his own he would “outdo Toscanini.” The RIAS Radio Orchestra 
was thus created and turned over to Fricsay, who made an impressive series of recordings for 
Deutsche Grammophon until he was forced to retire due to ill health in 1961 and died of cancer 
in February 1963. But of course, there were others who jumped into the fray, all trying to outdo 
Toscanini. Aside from the older Hungarians Reiner and Szell, who left sizeable legacies in stereo 
recordings until their respective deaths, these included René Leibowitz, who boldly claimed that 
his set of the Beethoven Symphonies was better than Toscanini’s, Rafael Kubelik and Karl 



Böhm, more low-key personalities who nonetheless fell into the Toscanini style, and of course 
Herbert von Karajan, who after his de-Nazification trial became perhaps the biggest name in 
conducting in the ensuing decades, his fame and influence rivaling Toscanini’s own in terms of 
power and influence. All of these names, in addition to certain Russians and Czechs whose work 
was clearly influenced by the Italian maestro, joined the others in propelling a cleaner, leaner, 
more inherently musical style in the music they performed.   

Meanwhile, Toscanini himself had entered a new phase, bolstered in part by his televised 
concerts with the orchestra beginning on April 3, 1948. The first of these was a Beethoven Ninth, 
marred only by the imprecise singing of tenor Erwin Dillon, and these were followed by more 
concerts in the ensuing years up through 1952. Primitive as the broadcasts were and, more im-
portantly, the small-screen televisions on which people watched them, they clearly had an 
enormous impact on spreading appreciation of his work. Watching Toscanini conduct, one could 
not help but be impressed by the inherent modesty of the man—there is absolutely nothing osten-
tatious about him—while musicians could appreciate the simple, clean manner in which he gave 
cues to sections of the orchestra several bars in advance and held everything together from the 
podium. Interestingly, he was not the first conductor to lead a concert on television; Eugene Or-
mandy preceded him by a week.   

This Beethoven Ninth, while not his best, clearly represented his new aesthetic. It is played 
at tempi very close to score, as was the 1939 performance that was part of his Beethoven Cycle, 
but not nearly as metronomic. In the first movement, for instance, at those moments when the 
violins suddenly have to play a rushing, quadruple-time passage: 

Toscanini relaxes the tempo just enough so that this passage can be articulated clearly 
without sounding rushed and scattered. This is remarkable since it is the only time he did this, 
but since his 1952 performance and studio recording of the Ninth were played at a more relaxed 
pace, almost identical to that of his 1936 New York Philharmonic reading, he didn’t have to do 
this; and in his best Beethoven Ninth, the Carnegie Hall broadcast from 1938, this movement is 
just a couple of degrees slower as well. I point this out as an indicator that Toscanini was, in his 
later years, more concerned with shaping and pacing the music than he had been in his overly-
tense 1944-46 period. 

Detractors will point to his recording of the Brahms Double Concerto for Violin & Cello 
on November 13 of the same year, played nearly four minutes faster than most other perfor-
mances, as evidence to the contrary, but if you listen closely to this performance—one of his 
greatest achievements—you’ll hear why he played it this way. In his concept, this was not a 



“concerto” in the sense of allowing the violin and cello free reign to expand their solo parts as 
they felt but, rather, a sinfonia concertante in which the soloists were an integral part of the mus-
ical structure. There are, clearly, enough performances of this music available played in the con-
ventional manner to allow those who want their classical music warm and mushy adequate op-
portunity to hear their favorite soloists indulge themselves, but the unique qualities of this inter-
pretation bring the listener closer to the structure of the music—and even in this late stage, Tos-
canini was nothing if not still the leading architectonic conductor of his time. (He took a similar 
approach in his 1942 performance of Beethoven’s Triple Concerto with the New York Philhar-
monic, during his supposedly more relaxed period, with equally bracing results.) And clearly, if 
one simply reads the score as Brahms left it, without adding one’s preconceived notions as to 
how the music should sound, even in passages devoted solely to the violin and cello, it supports 
this sort of reading. There are no indications that their music should be played more broadly, or 
made to stand out soloistically, from the surrounding orchestral material: 

 
His NBC broadcast of the same composer’s Piano Concerto No. 2 with Horowitz as so-

loist, also from 1948 (October 23), is further proof of this later approach. It is much more relaxed 
than any of his previous performances, even the pre-1940 ones with the Lucerne Festival Orches-
tra (1936 with Robert Casadesus as soloist and 1939 with Horowitz), not to mention the horrid 
1940 studio recording with Horowitz. Here, the conductor has clearly impressed on his son-in-
law that he is in charge of the musical progression, and the result is, if not as relaxed a perfor-
mance as the famous later recording with Wilhelm Backhaus as soloist with Karl Böhm conduct-



ing, far more relaxed and flowing than his own earlier versions. Like his live 1943 Red Cross 
Concert performance of the Tchaikovsky First, it is a much better-integrated performance and an 
outstanding representation of the music. 

On April 26, 1948 Toscanini also gave his penultimate relaxed and spacious reading of the 
Verdi Requiem. The tenor on this occasion was, surprisingly, not Jan Peerce but William 
McGrath, then still a vocal student. His singing is outstanding if a little small-scaled, even more 
so than Peerce or Björling, and the other soloists—Nelli, Merriman and Norman Scott—were 
fine, and despite some ambient surface noise which is difficult to remove, the sonics were surpri-
singly good. That same year, Toscanini led his last staged performances of opera. This was an 
all-Boito presentation on June 10, 1948 at La Scala: the Prologue and Act III from Mefistofele 
and the complete Act III and Act IV, Scene 2 of Nerone. This version of the Prologue is even a 
shade more relaxed than the one he gave at the reopening of La Scala two years earlier, and 
builds to a powerful, inexorable climax, well-captured by the microphones (but sometimes flat-
tened out in some CD reissues). Even more interestingly, the scenes from Nerone almost com-
pletely lack the famed Toscanini intensity except for a few short passages. His pacing is meas-
ured and the feeling imparted through the music that of sadness and grief. Perhaps he did this 
consciously because he was thinking about this close ally of his and the years he spent in creat-
ing this music, but there’s a very good chance that this was how he conducted it at the world 
premiere in 1924. Either way, it shows a side of Toscanini not normally heard.   

1948 also saw the NBC Symphony debut of Ernest Ansermet, the distinguished Swiss 
conductor who had been one of Diaghelev’s trusted assistants back in 1916 (he made a few re-
cordings for Columbia around that time) before founding the later-famed Orchestre de la Suisse 
Romande. Much to everyone’s surprise, the NBC brass paid him a near-top fee of $750 per 
broadcast, close to Toscanini’s $1,000, and also cheerfully paid the performing rights for the un-
usual repertoire he wanted to conduct—including Frank Martin’s Petite Symphonie Concertante 
and Bohuslav Martinů’s Fifth Symphony. He made a strong impression on listeners, critics, and 
even Toscanini, who found his performances fascinating and musically exacting, yet at the end 
of the season NBC wasn’t sure if they wanted to sign him for another year. Toscanini insisted, 
stating that “I don’t want every guest conductor of my orchestra to just sound like me.” Years 
later, the Italian conductor refused to approve his own performance of Ravel’s La Vales for 
commercial release because it was “not as good as Ansermet.”    

The most interesting and exciting of Toscanini’s 1949 performances was his broadcast and 
telecast, spread over two weeks, of Verdi’s Aida. This was, of course, the opera of his impromp-
tu conducting debut in 1886, and although it was a given that his interpretation had undoubtedly 
changed over the intervening 62 ½ years, everyone was interested to hear it. By and large, the 
cast was very good by Toscanini standards at NBC, although (as usual) the Milanov-lovers 
harped on the inclusion of Herva Nelli in the title role. She sang it exquisitely, however; as a late 
tenor friend of mine once put it, she was not “really an opera singer in the strict sense of the term 
so much as a real vocal artist.” Giuseppe Valdengo, who had sung Iago in his Otello two years 
earlier, was the Amonasro. Radames was sung by the great tenor Richard Tucker, then still not a 
household name in the opera world, and it was his first time performing the role, which he didn’t 
even know. He was recommended to Toscanini by his brother-in-law, tenor Jan Peerce, who had 
been approached first but turned it down as being too heavy for him.    

In a radio interview years later, Tucker said that Toscanini was amazed that he didn’t even 
know the famous tenor aria, “Celeste Aida,” particularly since Tucker had already sung another 
fairly heavy role, Enzo in La Gioconda, at the Met. Naturally, Toscanini wanted to dig into 
teaching him the music, but Tucker was booked to do a two-week concert tour. He told Toscani-
ni that he would study and coach the opera every spare minute he got and when he got back, if he 



didn’t sing it to his satisfaction, “you can fire me.” Toscanini slowly smiled and said, “I like your 
attitude. Go, sing your concerts and learn the music!” 

Tucker learned the role but, by his own admission, wasn’t completely comfortable singing 
it: for one thing, although he picked up the music quickly enough, he had a little trouble remem-
bering all the words and he knew that the way the concert performance would be set up that there 
would be no prompter—and Toscanini frowned on singers holding scores and reading from 
them, standard practice then as now for such things. But he insisted to radio host Ben Grauer that 
“the most amazing thing happened. During the performance, I didn’t dare take my eyes off Tos-
canini for one second because I knew he could help me with the rhythm of the music, but the 
most uncanny thing was, as long as I was looking straight at him, it was almost as if he had the 
words in his head, too.” During the first broadcast (Acts I & II) some critics, particularly B.H. 
Haggin, complained that he sang “correctly but coldly.” Tucker was much more relaxed in the 
second broadcast, singing a passionate interpretation of the Nile Scene and the confrontation 
with Amneris as well as a really beautiful reading of the final Tomb Scene.    

In rehearsal, Toscanini quickly realized that Tucker was having trouble singing the final 
high B-flat of “Celeste Aida” pp morendo as written, so he told the press about a letter he had 
from Verdi that said if a tenor could not do this, he was to sing the high note loudly but repeat 
the final phrase softly an octave lower during the final string passage. This is what Tucker did, 
and it is indeed dramatically effective, yet from that day to this I believe it is the only recorded 
performance of Aida to include this feature.    

The one casting choice that still rankles many listeners was that of the young Swedish 
mezzo-soprano, Eva Gustafson, as Amneris. The basic complaint about Gustavson was that she 
had an ugly voice in addition to not being quite passionate enough. Her voice struck my ears as 
ugly, too, but in hearing the cleaned-up reissue of this recording by Urania I realize that it wasn’t 
so much an ugly timbre as a very nasal voice. She pushed all of her high notes, loud or soft, into 
the nasal cavities, and did so in a way that exaggerated the nasality of her singing. For decades I 
wondered why Toscanini did not use the great Italian contralto Cloe Elmo, who later sang Dame 
Quickly in his Falstaff, as Amneris. I didn’t realize that by 1949 Elmo considered Amneris too 
high a part for her and had dropped it from her repertoire. All of her performances of Amneris’ 
music come from early in the 1940s. Her Metropolitan Opera repertoire of that vintage includes 
several Verdi roles, but all ones that emphasized the chest register, such as Ulrica in Ballo in 
Maschera, Azucena in Il Trovatore, Maddalena in Rigoletto, Dame Quickly, and Zita in Pucci-
ni’s Gianni Schicchi. Toscanini did procure her services for his La Scala performance of the 
Verdi Requiem in 1950, but that, too, lay lower in tessitura than Amneris.    

Aside from the amended “Celeste Aida,” the two most interesting features of Toscanini’s 
performance were the end of the Nile Scene duet and the final bars of the Judgment Scene. In the 
former, nearly every critic (Haggin included) was quick to complain that Toscanini conducted it 
much too fast, yet in examining the score we find that his tempo was really only a shade faster 
than written. Verdi assigns a uniform tempo of h= 92 and sticks with it to the end of the duet. 
Toscanini did indeed increase the tempo slightly in the final section to h = 95, faster but clearly 
not ridiculously fast. In the latter, Toscanini did something quite unusual that no other conductor 
in my experience has ever done: he slowed down the final, fortissimo orchestral section after Ra-
dames’ sentence to emphasize the darkness and drama of the scene. I include the last page of this 
section here for your inspection, since I consider this one of his great master strokes. In addition 
to increasing the weight of the orchestra’s final crashing chord, it also gives a dramatic feel to the 
grace notes and the trills played by the flutes, clarinets, oboes and bassoons, which otherwise zip 
by quickly at Verdi’s original tempo: 



 



Among other achievements during 1949 was his only studio recording of the Beethoven 
“Eroica” Symphony, begun February 13 and completed on November 26. This was his fastest 
performance of this symphony and the closest to score tempi—but not quite. Hermann Scherchen 
later made a recording of the symphony in the late 1950s that was taken at Beethoven’s score 
tempi, and the difference is just enough to reveal that Beethoven’s metronome probably ran a 
little slow, since the Scherchen performance is so fast that the orchestra has difficulty articulating 
all the fast passages clearly. It is, for me, his most exciting performance of this symphony and 
although I also like the 1939 and 1953 performances, this is the one I would choose as the best.   

On March 13 of the same year, Toscanini made his second and last studio recording of the 
Beethoven Sixth Symphony, and this one is markedly slower than his superb 1939 account with 
the BBC orchestra. Many listeners like this performance because it is slower and thus, to them, 
more of a “Pastorale,” but for me the 1939 NBC live performance, taken at an almost identical 
pace as the BBC studio recording but with greater detail, is the great one. That same year also 
saw a remarkable recording of the Schumann Third Symphony in which Toscanini solved a 
problem in the orchestration his own way. In the first movement, Schumann called for “natural 
horns” in one passage and more modern horns in another. The natural horns, which were valve-
less, had a more compact and a slightly more covered sound. Toscanini instructed his horn sec-
tion to play that portion of the score with their hands in the bells to slightly muffle the sound, 
taking them out for the forte passages later. It worked beautifully but, again, I’ve not heard any 
other conductor emulate his solution.    

Yet in December of that year Toscanini made what is still considered one of his most 
flawed and controversial recordings, Tchaikovsky’s Manfred Symphony. The work had been in 
his NBC repertoire since December 1940, though he only performed it twice more, in January 
1945 and February 1948, before making the recording. What made it so controversial was the 
fact that Toscanini imposed cuts on the score. In the first three movements, there were only a 
few, and little ones at that—a bar here, to bars there—though that in itself is still frowned upon, 
but in the last movement he excised a whopping 117 bars from the score. Many Toscanini-lovers 
still agree with him that this music was superfluous, but it is not, as a listen to the complete 
movement as Tchaikovsky wrote it will show. Interestingly, his was not the first recording of the 
work, and not even the first recording for RCA Victor: that was made in 1941 by Fabien Se-
vitzky, the nephew of the Boston Symphony’s Serge Koussevitzky. The younger Sevitzky was a 
much cleaner and less mannered conductor than his uncle, yet the Scherzo and the slow move-
ment in his recording drag out the music pitifully while the last movement is brisk and glows 
with a burning intensity similar to Toscanini.    

There were also, during this period, three conductors who rose to prominence whose aes-
thetic was clearly in the Toscanini style. Primary among these was the eclectic René Leibowitz 
(1913-1972) who was a strong proponent and disciple of Arnold Schoenberg—he even came to 
America to study with Schoenberg in 1947-48—yet whose repertoire included a surprisingly 
large number of Romantic composers, including Beethoven and Massenet. Another was the fiery 
Hungarian Ferenc Fricsay, who in 1949 became music director of the RIAS Orchestra in Berlin, 
promising to make them “an even greater orchestra than the NBC Symphony.” In many ways, 
both men adopted the Toscanini aesthetic of brisk tempi but often without the subtle little touch-
es of rubato that made Toscanini’s work so fascinating, yet both left us many precious record-
ings and broadcast performances. Neither of these, however, conducted in New York until after 
Toscanini’s death. The third conductor to rise to prominence, however, not only conducted in 
New York but became Toscanini’s most trusted assistant at NBC, and this was Guido Cantelli.   

Toscanini met Cantelli during his 1948 vacation in Italy. He heard the young conductor’s 
La Scala debut concert on May 21 and was struck by his dedication to the score, Italian passion 



and the fact that, like Toscanini, he conducted from memory. At the time Cantelli’s repertoire 
was fairly small and included a number of modern works that the older man did not and would 
not conduct, but this didn’t deter him from bringing him to New York, where he made his debut 
with the orchestra on January 15, 1949 with Haydn’s Symphony No. 93 and Hindemith’s Mathis 
der Maler symphony. Toscanini was already calling him “son” at this time and clearly thought of 
him as his successor in the realm of Italian conductors.    

There were, of course, similarities between Toscanini and Cantelli in musical style. Some 
of the younger conductor’s recordings and especially his live performance of the Schumann 
Fourth Symphony, a work Toscanini never conducted, display a similar intensity, but he was dif-
ferent from his older mentor in several ways. One was his phrasing, which was smoother and 
more conventional; in fact, as time went on, it was the elegance of Cantelli’s phrasing that stuck 
in the mind far more than the intensity, and towards the end of his all-too-brief career he made  
some surprisingly Romantic-sounding recordings of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons and the Beethoven 
Seventh Symphony. Another was that, although he occasionally achieved a transparent texture, 
his orchestral sound was far “prettier” and less stringent than that of Toscanini’s closest follow-
ers, Rodziński and Fricsay. And, although he often exploded in temper tantrums during rehear-
sals, he was not motivated so much by OCD as in the case of Toscanini as he was by a truly neu-
rotic temperament. Musicians from the NBC Symphony, Philharmonia and New York Philhar-
monic orchestras recall many times, even during recording sessions, when young Cantelli would 
explode in an almost inarticulate rage, crying and screaming uncontrollably. Toscanini would 
have had his say, broken a baton or a watch, and gone on conducting, but when Cantelli had one 
of his “fits” he was usually done for the day and could not continue. There was a time, however, 
when I considered Cantelli’s NBC Symphony recording of the Mussorgsky-Ravel Pictures at an 
Exhibition superior to Toscanini’s, mostly because of the richer sound, but that was before I rea-
lized that the LP transfer of the Toscanini performance was unnaturally bright in treble.    

Now, I am not trying to use Toscanini as a ruling stick by which to measure Cantelli, but 
since the older man considered him his successor we must make some value judgments regarding 
his work. Certainly, as I mentioned above, some of Cantelli’s concerts had a bit of the Toscanini 
intensity despite their more lyrical profile, and he did indeed bring a fresh perspective to the 
NBC Symphony. Here is a list of some of the unusual material he conducted while with NBC: 

 
Casella: Paganiniana* 
Ghedini: Piano Concerto 
Ghedini: Concerto dell’albatro, after “Moby Dick” (American premiere) 
(Ghedini in particular was a very modern Italian composer who Toscanini did not conduct.) 
Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra* 
Bartók: Music for Strings, Percussion & Celesta* 
J.S. Bach: Christmas Oratorio – Part 2, Sinfonia 
Stravinsky: Chant du Rossignol* 
Stravinsky: Fireworks 
Frescobaldi: 4 Pieces (arr. Ghedini)* 
Schuman: Undertow – ballet suite* 
Milhaud: Le Quatorze Juillet - Introduction & Funeral March* 
Busoni: Tanzwalzer 
Geminiani: Andante for Strings, Organ & Harp (arr. Marinuzzi) 
Geminiani: Concerto Grosso No. 2 
Monteverdi: Magnificat (arr. Ghedini) 
Monteverdi: Sonata sopra Sancta Maria 



Gillis: Portrait of a Frontier Town – Prairie Sunset 
Roussel: Sinfonietta for Strings* 
Ghedini: Pezzo Concertante* 
Ghedini: Partita for Orchestra* 
Shulman: A Laurentian Overture* 
     (Alan Shulman considered this the greatest performance of this work ever given.) 
Miller: Procession (world premiere) 
Stravinsky: Jeux des cartes 
Britten: Sinfonia da Requiem 
De Falla: Three-Cornered Hat Suite 
Hindemith: Concert Music for Strings & Brass 
 

Those works marked with an asterisk have been issued on LP or CD (performances of the 
Ghedini Concerto and Monteverdi Magnificat with the New York Philharmonic, Casella’s Paga-
niniana with the St. Cecilia Academy Orchestra and the De Falla suite with the Philharmonia 
have also been issued). Cantelli was unquestionably an outstanding musician, particularly in the 
modern repertoire; had he lived, he’d probably have had a stellar career. But he was not the 
standout and unique conductor of his time, in part because, as I’ve already noted, we now had a 
number of great conductors in Toscanini’s mold (to which one should also add Igor Markevitch) 
whose work was even more dynamic and less sentimental than Cantelli became.    

On June 10, 1948, Toscanini gave what proved to be his last performances of staged opera, 
excerpts from Boito’s Mefistofele and Nerone at La Scala. The performance of the first opera’s 
Prologue, in particular, is valuable because the sound is reasonably good and the microphone 
placement was excellent, allowing one to hear the stunning and gradual long crescendo at the end 
which rose to an astounding climax. Yet the Nerone excerpts are even more revealing: with only 
a few exceptions, most of this music is conducted at a measured pace and the overall feeling is 
one of sadness. Whether or not this conception of the music reflects his aesthetic at the 1924 
world premiere is unproven, but the scenes recorded by the principals of the earlier performance, 
without him conducting, tend to sound livelier. Nonetheless, this is yet another indication that 
Toscanini was not all about fire and brimstone.     

Interestingly, his next big La Scala concert, on June 17, 1950, was his last European per-
formance of the Verdi Requiem. The soloists were Renata Tebaldi, who went flat several times 
(as did the usually-reliable Cloe Elmo in the opening of “Liber scriptus,” where she is a half-tone 
flat, adjusting her pitch after the orchestra enters), Cloe Elmo, Giacinto Prandelli (evidently his 
favorite post-war Italian tenor) and Cesare Siepi (who also sang in the 1948 Boito concert). What 
is interesting about this performance is that, although it is a little quicker than his previous read-
ings, it is not as fast as the 1951 version; indeed, Prandelli’s “Ingemisco” is not only as relaxed 
as in his previous performances, but sung with remarkable feeling. In the “Dies irae,” Toscanini 
also slightly drags the descending bass notes in the passage “teste David cum Sibylla” for the 
very last time. This had been a detail of all of his preceding recorded performances of the work 
going back to 1938, and although it is marked with accents suggesting such a touch it is not 
spelled out, as the liner notes for RCA Red Seal 74321 72373 2 claims, “stendando un poco” 
(slightly drawn out) in the published score. Yet because Toscanini did so, other conductors have 
also followed this practice, including Herbert von Karajan. I have inserted this page from the 
score below to prove my statement. Toscanini’s slight ritard of the tempo makes a certain 
amount of sense, and I like it, but I’m not bound to it as a blueprint for all performances of the 
work. 
 



 



In 1950 Toscanini prepared yet another Verdi opera broadcast, this time Falstaff, the opera 
closest to his heart and the one he considered the greatest. It was the first time he had performed 
the work since his 1937 Salzburg performance, and he wanted it to be a good one, but rather than 
seek out an Italian baritone with a penchant for comic roles, such as Giuseppe Taddei, he went 
with his old standby Valdengo. He pretty much hammered the comic inflections into Valdengo 
bit by bit, and in the finished performance he does a credible job of simulating humor, but in the 
end he sounds like a man reading jokes that he himself just doesn’t get. As a result, the perfor-
mance was weakened in this respect; a Falstaff who isn’t genuinely funny is just a singer. Yet he 
scored two real triumphs in obtaining the services of Cloe Elmo as Dame Quickly, who was real-
ly funny, and soprano Teresa Stich-Randall (who had sung the Priestess in his 1949 Aida) as 
Nannetta, but came up a cropper, as the British say, with his Fenton. He had originally ap-
proached Jussi Björling to sing the role, and Björling agreed to learn it, but once Metropolitan 
Opera general manager Edward Johnson caught wind of this he refused to let Björling skip a few 
of his Met rehearsals to work with Toscanini. The old man was furious, but there was nothing he 
could do about it. Nonetheless, he clearly had other options to choose from. William McGrath, 
for instance, who had sung in his 1948 Verdi Requiem, would have been a fine choice, and it is 
doubtful that McGrath could not have participated. Yet he unwisely chose a third-rate comprima-
rio, Antonio Madasi, for the role, and Madasi’s nasal, poorly-supported voice all but ruins it. The 
one saving grace of the performance was that the orchestra was absolutely top-notch; they have 
humor to spare, laughing and rollicking with absolutely perfect musical precision. I am thus 
much less willing to claim this a victory for Toscanini as many other critics have done, despite 
the orchestra’s perfection and the singing of Elmo, Stich-Randall and baritone Frank Guarrera, 
an excellent Ford.    

In March of that year Toscanini took the NBC Symphony on its one and only cross-
country American tour. At age 83, one would think that this was a grueling experience for the 
aging conductor, but according to the NBC musicians the old man had twice their energy. In ad-
dition to all the rehearsals and performances, Toscanini also indulged himself in mountain-
climbing (a sport he had enjoyed since his younger days), riding the ski lift in Sun Valley, and 
even doing somersaults and standing on his head in the train car! Giving many performances of 
one or two programs, by the end of the tour he was so relaxed that the performances took on an 
autumnal quality. The musicians claimed they were some of the greatest performances he ever 
gave with them, and lamented that none were recorded. I have uploaded a facsimile of the deluxe 
tour booklet for you to see for yourself (or downloading) by clicking on the link listed below this 
chapter.    

Returning to New York, one of his first recording dates produced “Ibéria” from Debussy’s 
Images pour orchestre, one of his tour pieces. The engineers were enthralled with the lyrical, 
sweeping performance they recorded, but when he listened to the playback, Toscanini com-
plained, “Is not my tempo!” “Is the pitch correct?” one of the engineers asked. “Si,” said the old 
man. “Then it’s your tempo.” But he wasn’t satisfied, and insisted on re-recording it at a quicker 
pace. The issued recording is still a very fine one, yet one still regrets that the earlier take was 
destroyed.    

Surprisingly, however, his recording of the same composer’s La Mer is one of his greatest 
performances, more relaxed than even his earlier versions with the BBC, NBC and Philadelphia 
orchestras. Joseph Horowitz complained bitterly that this performance has no atmosphere, that 
the string and wind figures stand out like cacti in the desert sun, but modern reproductions of this 
performance clearly show that it is a warm and beautiful performance, one of the finest readings 
of the score committed to disc. Close listening reveal the innumerable small details he invested 



in this performance; only Bernard Haitink’s first recording of the work for Philips equals it in 
feeling and surpasses it in sound quality.    

 
The late 1940s also saw the beginning of his finally committing a full Beethoven sympho-

ny cycle to disc. The advent of both high-fidelity sound quality and the use of tape rather than 
lacquer 78-rpm discs for preservation helped free up some of his tensions and reservations about 
recording. Toscanini had always insisted on performing symphonic movements completely 
through from start to finish in the recording studio anyway; he may not have been the only con-
ductor to do this, but he was most assuredly one of the first. The trick was to have two 78 cutters 
going at the same time, for the engineers to know when approximately four minutes were up, and 
to have a score available to know when to make side breaks. Now, there was no need for all that. 
Tapes could record up to a full hour of music, even at 16 ips, so that even if there was a mistake 
and the conductor had to backtrack a few bars and pick up the music at that point, he could do so 
without worrying about “ruined takes” of a 78. Interestingly, although he could intellectually un-
derstand the concept of tape recording and what it could do, he could never quite grasp it as a 
practical reality. To his dying day, he thought it “miraculous” that an engineer could take ex-
cerpts from rehearsal tapes that came out perfectly and edit them into a portion of a live perfor-
mance that contained errors.    

Toscanini was also a bit reluctant to replace two earlier recordings that he particularly 
liked, the 1936 Seventh Symphony with the New York Philharmonic and the 1939 studio-
recorded Eighth with the NBC Symphony, although he came to understand that the boxy, unna-
tural sound of the latter would not be accepted by modern record-buyers. Like many critics and 
listeners, he had a fondness for the NYPO Seventh, but although this had very fine sound for its 
time it, too, had to be replaced.     

Judging by the multiple recording dates, it was the second symphony that gave him the 
most fits. Unlike most Beethoven lovers, Toscanini wasn’t particularly fond of this symphony. 
He performed it rarely, usually only in complete symphony cycles, and the studio recording was 
spaced over two years, the first sessions being on November 7 & 9, 1949 and the next on Octo-
ber 5, 1951. The Third Symphony was made in two days late in 1949, November 28 and Decem-
ber 5. It is Toscanini’s swiftest reading of the score, yet even so it is not quite as fast as the score 
indicates; he felt that Beethoven’s markings were a tad too strict in that respect, yet it still created 
a firestorm among non-musicians when it was initially released as a single LP issue, before the 
cycle was completed and issued as a boxed set. To hear the symphony taken exactly at Beetho-
ven’s metronome markings, listen to the late-1950s recording by Hermann Scherchen. You 
might be amazed by the difference.     

Except for these two symphonies, the bulk of the set was recorded between February 1951 
(the Fourth) and November 1952 (the Eighth). Despite his reservations, the new recording of the 
Seventh Symphony was absolutely splendid. Although it lacked some of the soft contours and 
orchestral warmth of the NYPO, it had better structural integrity and was more exciting in the 
fast passages.    

I have mentioned earlier how leery Toscanini was of allowing any of his prior perfor-
mances of the Ninth Symphony to be released, particularly the outstanding one of February 6, 
1938 with the finest vocal quartets of any of his recorded versions. Much of this was due to the 
fact that he often said that he loved but never completely understood the music, particularly the 
first movement. Interestingly, in the final version he conducted and approved for release, his 
tempi and pacing were remarkably similar to the New York Philharmonic broadcast of March 8, 
1936—so much so that reissue labels have included the missing opening of the last movement 
from his 1952 studio recording, the sonics degraded to make it sound “old.” One reason why few 



listeners made the connection, however, is that the 1936 performance has more lustrous string 
playing which achieves a slightly smoother legato, but another reason is the dry sound of the 
1952 studio recording. Pristine Classical’s reissue of this recording, using a bit of enhancement 
via artificial reverb, clearly shows the similarities between the two performances, however.   

One of the most interesting performances in this series, however, was the January 14, 1952 
recording of the Sixth Symphony. Although both of his 1939 performances—the studio record-
ing with the BBC Symphony and the December broadcast—stick closer to the score tempi, Tos-
canini had taken a lot of criticism, particularly from Austrians and some Germans, that his per-
formance was a “gallop through the countryside.” For the complete set, Toscanini slowed down 
the symphony to produce a more relaxed version. Although it is still a far cry from many other 
performances of the symphony, it was still a rare concession to popular tastes. Perhaps he him-
self came to feel, as he did in the Third and Ninth, that Beethoven’s metronome markings were 
too strict, but historically-informed performances of the past 40 years, and even Herbert von Ka-
rajan’s last recording of the symphony, are much closer to what Toscanini did in 1939.    

In the midst of this spate of more relaxed readings of familiar scores, Toscanini produced a 
surprisingly zippy performance of the Verdi Requiem on January 27, 1951 to mark the 50th an-
niversary of the composer’s death. His only previous performance to be taken at tempi similar to 
this was the NBC broadcast of March 4, 1938, only two months before his much more spacious 
and relaxed version with the BBC Symphony, yet even this performance the “Lacrymosa” was 
not taken at such a brisk clip. More interestingly, it was this performance and not the wonderful 
1948 performance that he chose to be the one released on LP. Tenor Giuseppe di Stefano, in his 
one and only appearance with the Maestro, later complained bitterly about the rushed pace of the 
“Ingemisco,” which ran just a little over three minutes, at least 40 seconds shorter than any of the 
conductor’s previous readings. This has led this performance to be marginalized by Toscanini 
buffs and particularly by Toscanini haters, yet although it is not according to score I find it mes-
merizing. The entire performance sounds of one piece, like a long symphonic movement with 
varying sections, and for the most part everyone sings wonderfully. I say “for the most part” be-
cause in the last section soprano Herva Nelli suddenly went flat. Her voice trailed off, but after 
the brief break in the music she came back to sing the line “Libera me domine” in full voice and 
on pitch. The RCA Victor engineers solved this problem by splicing in the same passage from 
the dress rehearsal, which she sang perfectly.    

In recent years, it was discovered that there were two tapes of this performance, one made 
by RCA from one side of Carnegie Hall and the other an in-house recording made for Carnegie 
Hall’s own archives made from the other side. By synchronizing the two recordings, a true stereo 
effect was created, and this performance has been issued by Pristine Classical. There are, of 
course, two problems with this recording: Nelli’s vocal problems had to be left in because there 
was no stereo tape of that section and, in the “Dies irae,” there is an orchestral flub. The second 
is easily remedied by cutting and pasting the same section from a little later in the recording, but 
the first can only be remedied by leaving the rehearsal section in (it lasts about 20 seconds). 
Nonetheless, the benefit of hearing this performance in stereo is that the harsh quality of the 
brass and strings at full volume is mitigated by the additional spaciousness of the stereo version.   

This same period also saw an outstanding recording of a “minor” piece that Toscanini 
loved, the Dance of the Hours from Ponchielli’s opera La Gioconda; an even more minor piece 
that he turned into a mini-masterpiece, the overture to Louis-Joseph Hérold’s opera Zampa 
(which has remained a sort of locus classicus for other conductors), his best-sounding recording 
of the “Dawn and Rhine Journey” scene (minus singers) from Wagner’s Götterdämmerung and 
classic performances, in many ways never surpassed by anyone, of Respighi’s popular tone 



poems The Fountains of Rome and The Pines of Rome (recorded in December 1951 and March 
1952 respectively). These last two were issued in a special LP edition with a deluxe book of pho-
tographs (in green and white rather than black and white) of the famous venues that inspired the 
individual movements. In the finale of The Pines of Rome, however, Toscanini does some crea-
tive editing of the tempo. The score indicates a pace of q= 66 (“Tempo di Marcia”). Toscanini 
actually begins slower than that, but gradually accelerates to q= 72 at the big crescendo. Then, at 
the end, he suddenly takes a big ritard that is unmarked in the score. Interestingly, he also did 
exactly the same thing in his New York Philharmonic performance of January 1945, the period 
when he was supposedly much more strict in tempi, and that performance does not have nearly 
as good sound or as much atmosphere as the 1952 studio recording.    

And then there were his recordings of the four Brahms symphonies. After having per-
formed them quite frequently early on, he had not played them since 1943, but we now had high 
fidelity readings of the First (November 16, 1951), a performance that corrected the hectic, 
rushed-sounding playing in the finale of his 1941 recording; the Second (February 11, 1952), 
which I still consider one of the very greatest of all performances of that work (Charles Munch’s 
stereo recording with the Boston Symphony was similarly exciting); the Third (November 4, 
1952) which, as opposed to the Second, is a surprisingly brusque, ungainly performance; and the 
Fourth on December 3, 1951, a good performance but one that was to be surpassed.    

For many, one of the high watermarks of this late period was his last appearance in Lon-
don, on September 29 and October 1, 1952. The occasion was a pair of concerts with the splen-
did Philharmonia Orchestra put together by EMI’s Walter Legge. Originally, Toscanini con-
sented to a series of six concerts with the orchestra, but Legge could not find any of the concert 
halls in London available for that many concerts on such short notice, so they settled for these 
two. Toscanini decided to do one last Brahms cycle: all four symphonies plus the Tragic Over-
ture and his old favorite, the Variations on a Theme by Haydn.    

Oddly enough, the Philharmonia was the only orchestra other than the BBC Symphony 
that Toscanini did not berate, browbeat, or explode in anger with. He found the musicians so 
amenable to his phrasing and pacing that, after the concerts, he told Legge and his wife, Elisa-
beth Schwarzkopf, “If I were ten years younger, I would re-record my entire repertoire with this 
orchestra!” One reason why these performances are so highly prized is the warmer sound of the 
orchestra while still maintaining Toscanini’s famed textural transparency; another is the more 
relaxed phrasing, particularly in the Second Symphony, and the wonderfully idiomatic and excit-
ing performance of the Third. Personally, I don’t care all that much for this version of the Second 
Symphony; I find it too lax and lacking forward momentum; but the third was clearly his best 
performance of that work since the 1938 Lucerne Festival broadcast, and the vastly superior son-
ics make it, for me, one of his very greatest achievements. The Fourth Symphony is also quite 
fine, better in several respects of detail and overall pacing than his studio recording with NBC.   

All in all, then, this was a rich and fruitful period for the Maestro, despite the fact that he 
had by this time completely given up on performing contemporary music. This he left to his col-
leagues Mitropoulos, Cantelli and Munch, who he felt had a much greater sympathy with modern 
styles, but within the range of music he chose to conduct he was generally still in full command 
of his powers. 


